
1) Introduce Redbird to your students

Click Here to access an 8-minute student video designed to give students a quick but thorough overview of the course. You can also 
access the student video directly from the Redbird Padlet. 

o If you feel like the video might not be the best way to introduce Redbird to your students then you might consider using our
PowerPoint Presentation instead. You can download the K-2 grade version by clicking here or download the 3-5 version by
clicking here.

2) Model Redbird with your students

Access the Redbird Activities Page and work a few items with your students.

1.  Please make a few mistakes to highlight the “Helps , Hints  and feedback” available to them. 
2. I’d also recommend that teachers in grades 2 and above show the students an example of one of the STEM projects

on the Redbird Activities Page. Click Here to access the Redbird Activities Page.

3) Discuss “Course Placement Activity” (AKA “Kick-off Challenge”)

Show them this example (Click Here) of a Student Snapshot Report. Highlight that you’ll be able to see their results
immediately after they finish.  

4) Monitor Placement Results

Once students have completed the Course Placement Activity there are a couple of different methods for identifying their results and 
subsequent placement. 

Student Homepage: There are two ways in which you can identify a student’s placement from their Student Homepage. 

1. Student Snapshot Report: This can be accessed by clicking on “View My Progress” in the top right-hand part of their homepage. This 
will open in a separate tab. Look at the top of the page and find the first unit listed under their “Course Placement Activity”. This unit
will have a grade level next to it. That is the grade level in which the student was placed. If you want to identify if the placement was
at the beginning or middle of a grade level please reference the Redbird Course Outline.

2. Unit Pathway Screen: This can also be accessed from the student’s homepage by clicking on the Pathway Icon -->   at the top 
left-hand corner of the screen. This will take you to the Unit Pathway screen. Here you’ll be able to identify the student’s grade level
by finding the number at the top of the screen. It will be the number to the far left.

o Click Here to watch a short video on viewing the student’s initial placement from each of the two methods described above.

Teacher’s Redbird Account (connectED): Teachers can login to their connectED Redbird account and access the student’s placement 
from their “Class Overview Report”. The current grade placement can be found under “Current Location”. This will also have a 
hyperlink to the “Student’s Snapshot Report” 

o Click Here to watch a short video on viewing the student’s initial placement from the “Class Overview Report”.

5) Make Adjustments (if needed)

Once you identify their placement you can either just let them begin working from the assigned grade placement or you can adjust 
their accounts in one of the following ways

1. Re-assign the Course Placement Activity

2. Manually adjust their placement to either the beginning or middle of any grade level (K-7)

Implementation Suggestions

 Click Here to watch a short video that demonstrates how to make these placement adjustments.
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